PAYATAS ECOPARK DESIGN PROPOSAL

PERSPECTIVE VIEWS:

LEGENDS:
- A VETERINARY CLINIC
- B ANIMAL REHABILITATION
- C BARN
- D FISHPONDS
- E SOLAR PANEL
- F FOREST SCAPING
- G RESTAURANTS
- H COMMEMORATIVE WALL
- I AQUAPONICS
- J COMMUNITY GARDEN
- K PAVILION
- L ECO-MUSEUM
- M RETENTION POND
- N PLAY AREA
- O VIEWING DECK
- P LOUNGING AREA
- Q POND
- R HQ OFFICE
- S BEE HAVEN
- T MAIN ENTRANCE

DESIGN FEATURES:
- ECOLOGICAL PARK
- WILDLIFE REHABILITATION
- FORESTRY SCAPING
- LIVELIHOOD
- SUSTAINABLE ENERGY

COLOR SCHEME:
- GREEN SPACES
- INFRASTRUCTURES
- PATHWAYS
- RETENTION POND

SITE DEVELOPMENT PLAN

BOMBAX CEIBA

A native seasonal tree in the Philippines, blooms in between February and March, showing its beautiful hues of orange and red highlighted by the absence of its leaves. Used as both symbolism and physical concept for the site. Malabulak shows its vibrance when in season just like how the researchers aim to reach for the site and the shape of the flower can be used in the design patterns in materials and planting arrangements.